Leon is reading a big chapter for social studies. He wants to reread a couple of pages after he finishes the chapter. What’s the best note-taking tool to use for this? a highlighter sticky notes flags a ballpoint pen

**Answer 1**
Answer:

**Answer:**
sticky notes flags

**Explanation:**
Sticky notes flags are great tools when you want to bookmark pages or paragraphs in a book, when you want to read that paragraph or page again. This is because you can paste the flag over the part of the page that you will need to reread later. A portion of the flag will stick out of the book, signaling the exact location you marked for rereading.

Sticky notes flags can be used to bookmark or highlight words in books ideal for those who don't want to mark with highlighter, or need to bookmark multiple pages or an entire chapter. Its great advantage is that it does not affect the page when it is removed, so it is ideal for use on borrowed books, such as those in the school library, for example.